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• Market mood sours on the last trading day of October as investors prepare for the key central bank

meetings and high-tier data releases later in the week. Eurostat will release the advanced estimate

of the third-quarter Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth and October inflation data on Monday.

Later in the day, ISM Chicago's PMI and the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas' Texas

Manufacturing Survey will be watched closely by market participants.

• Earlier in the day, the data from China showed that the NBS Manufacturing PMI and Non-

Manufacturing PMI both fell into contraction territory in October, arriving at 49.2 and 48.7

respectively. In addition to the disappointing PMI data, ongoing coronavirus-related lockdowns

and restrictions across numerous cities in China forced investors to seek refuge with the Shanghai

Composite losing nearly 1% on the day.

• On Friday, the University of Michigan's consumer sentiment index rose to 59.9 in October from

58.6 in September, versus expectations for 59.6 in a survey compiled by Bloomberg. In addition,

the core personal consumption expenditure price index increased by 0.5% in September, as

expected and in line with the gain in August.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD failed to reclaim parity on Friday and started the new week in a relatively calm

manner. The pair has gone into a consolidation phase early Monday as investors refrain from

making large bets ahead of key macroeconomic data releases and the US Federal Reserve's

policy meeting.

 The European Central Bank's (ECB) gloomy growth outlook and President Christine Lagarde's

cautious comments on future tightening moves caused the shared currency to lose interest late

last week. Since the ECB's policy announcements, several ECB policymakers have delivered

remarks on the policy outlook, highlighting the differences of opinion among Governing

Council members.

 Should the EUR/USD bulls cross the 1.0000 hurdle, the resistance of 1.0050 challenges the

advances before highlighting previous week's high around 1.0100. On the other hand, a slippage

below today's low at 0.9942 will drag the asset towards October 24 high, around 0.9900.
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 The GBP/USD pair enters a bullish consolidation phase and oscillates in a narrow trading band,

around the 1.1600 mark through the early European session on Monday.

 Investors see the new UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak as someone who can bring stability to the

recent volatile markets and keep the British economy stable. Traders, however, might refrain from

placing aggressive bets ahead of the key central bank event risk.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass October 27 high around 1.1650, which will send the pair to

September 13 high at 1.1740. On the contrary, bears can take control if the major plunge below

the support of 1.1500. This will drag the pair towards the broken upper line of symmetrical

triangle near 1.1380.
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 Following the Bank of Japan's decision to keep the policy setting unchanged, USD/JPY gained

more than 100 pips on Friday. However, the yen pair is displaying a minor correction after

printing an intraday high of 148.28 in the Asian session.

 The upbeat Japanese Retail Trade data has supported yen. The monthly and annual Retail Trade

have accelerated to 1.1% and 4.5% vs. the projections of 0.6% and 4.1% respectively. The

Larger Retail Sales have soared to 4.1% against the estimates of 3.6%. Apart from that, annual

Industrial Production has climbed to 9.8% in comparison to the consensus of 8.7%.

 A sustained move above the 148.50 level will send the asset to the resistance of 145.00.

Alternatively, the sellers need to conquer the support of 147.50 to accelerate the downfall

towards the lower band of the 4-hour bullish channel near 146.50.
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 XAU/USD suffered heavy losses on Friday as the benchmark 10-year US Treasury bond yield

snapped a three-day losing streak and reclaimed 4%. However, Gold consolidates its losses at

around $1,645 on Monday.

 In doing so, the bright metal justifies the market’s rush for risk safety ahead of the key central

bank announcements. Other than the pre-Fed anxiety, the geopolitical risk emanating from

Russia and China’s covid woes join downbeat PMIs from Beijing to exert downside pressure on

the XAU/USD prices.

 For an ideal short build-up, investors should use the pullback towards the resistance of $1,650 as

a selling opportunity. This will drag the precious metal towards $1,630, followed by September

28 low around $1,615. Alternatively, if the asset oversteps $1,650, the perspective of a

correction will be towards $1,660 which point the bears could be lurking.
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 US stocks notched notable gains on Friday after the Federal Reserve's preferred inflation measure

accelerated on an annual basis while a survey showed expectations for price growth moved higher.

 The S&P 500 rose 2.5% to 3,901.70. Barring consumer discretionary, all sectors ended in the

green, led by technology, communication services and utilities.

 Morgan Stanley analysts said Intel's Q3 results were "better than feared," with the negative

revision to full-year guidance "roughly in line with management's characterization in mid-

quarter." The stock was up about 11%, among the leaders on the S&P 500.

 That said, the bulls currently aim the level of 3,950 as an immediate target during the further

advances. However, the top of the 4-hour bullish channel at 4,000 will be a tough nut to crack for

the pair bulls afterward. Meanwhile, downside moves remain elusive until the index stays above

the support of 3,800.
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